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We are delighted that you have decided to join us for 
Bear Necessities, either live on Saturday 20th 

November or via the replay. 

This workbook contains all the information you need before, 
during and after the retreat. In Section 1 you will find information 
on how to prepare for the day.

You can either print this workbook out, so you have a hard copy to 
work through on the day or keep it electronically on your 
smartphone, tablet or computer.

There are spaces in each section to make notes and complete the 
activities should you decide to print it out. However, please do feel 
free to use your journal instead for this purpose.

From The Way of The Buzzard

This guide contains the following sections: 

1. Preparation

2. Schedule

3. Morning session: Words of Magic and Reflections

4. Afternoon session: Nature wisdom and Bear wisdom

5. After our retreat
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We have created this online daylong retreat to help our community 
transition into the winter. As the last leaves fall to the ground, 
together we will take time out to reflect on the past year and see 
what we want to take into winter to incubate.

Wintertime is cave time, and so we will draw on the wisdom of Bear 
to hear the message there is for us about slowing down for winter. 
And as Yew is the tree of completion, we will seek its support at 
moving through to a new cycle of the sun as the Winter Solstice 
approaches. During this retreat, you will: 

• Find your focus for the coming months as we 
drop into the long nights.

• Reflect on the past year and choose what 
you would like to take into winter to incubate 
as you go to ground.

• Work with the healing messages of animals 
through a guided shamanic journey to Bear.

• Draw on the energy of survival from the Yew 
tree as you set your intention for the winter.

• Connect in deeply with nature and hear the 
wisdom which is held there for us.

• Prioritise some time for you, clear your mind 
and reconnect back with what is important.

We are excited to be sharing the day with you!
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Part 1
Preparations
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Here is a list of things that you can do to prepare for the 
day: 

1. What to bring on the day: You will need your journal and a 
drum or rattle if you have one. 
 
And you will need a large piece of paper as well as some felt 
tip pens or colouring pencils if you have them. In the afternoon 
you will spend time outside, and so be prepared for whatever 
the weather, including warm clothes, waterproofs and 
something to sit on.

2. What to reflect on beforehand: One of the morning activities 
is to reflect on the past year. In the activity, we are going to 
invite you to create a timeline of your past year. 
 
We are mentioning this in advance as we know that some of 
you would like to spend longer on this activity and have more 
time to reflect. So, if this is the case with you, please feel free 
to think back on the past year before our gathering. 

3. Join the Retreat Space Facebook page: One great way to 
interact with the other retreat participants is to join our Retreat 
Space facebook group. If you aren’t already a member, please 
click here to request to join. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/thewayofthebuzzardretreatspace
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4. Preparing your space: We are big fans of taking a little time to 
create a special, retreat-like space to drop into, so here are a few 
ideas. 

• Firstly, see if you can ring-fence a quiet space in your home. If 
you live with other people, then this might well be your 
bedroom. Whichever room you choose, take steps to help 
create a different, more tranquil space. Ideas include 
decorating your room with nature finds and candles, lighting 
some incense and having extra cushions and a blanket to 
hand. We will be working with Bear energy and Yew energy. If 
you have any representations of these, then add them to your 
decorations, such as a sprig of Yew and/ or a bear picture or 
ornament.

• You could also create a mandala or altar. Those of you who 
are members of The Mystery School will find information 
about how to do this in our Creating Ceremonies mini-
course. If you aren't sure how to do this and aren’t a member 
of the school, a decorative cloth with a candle will do the job 
of creating a special space to draw your focus. 

5. Preparing for the closing ceremony: During our ceremony, we 
will be lighting a candle. If you want to light your own candle 
during this part of the event, have an unlit candle ready and some 
matches. You might want to wear something special for the 
ceremony, that is outside of everyday wear. A nice shawl or 
waistcoat, a broach or necklace.  

https://thebuzzardtribe.com/courses/guide-to-creating-ceremony/
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Schedule
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Here are the timings for the retreat. They may move 
around slightly as we move through the day.

Morning Session

9:15am Pre-event warmup

9:30am Retreat begins

10:00am Creative Time: Words of Magic

10:30am Mid-morning talk and Activity 1: Reflections

11:15 Break

12:15am Late morning talk and Activity 2: Preparations

12:45am Lunch and Nature Connection Activity

Afternoon Session

3:30pm Afternoon talk and Activity 3: Seeking Guidance 
from Bear

4:40pm Closing Ceremony

5:30pm Retreat Ends
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Part 3
The Morning 
Session
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The main part of this morning will focus on reflecting 
on the past year to find what it is that we want to take 
through into the winter with us, ready to rebirth at 
springtime.

Crea%vity space: Words of Magic 

We will begin the day with a little creativity time. Please use the space 
below to write some words in response to the poems we read, or use 
your journal instead. The poems are:

• Poem 1: The Hermit’s Hut, Irish author unknown, tenth century 
in Cinderbiter: Celtic Poems – Versions by Martin Shaw and 
Tony Hoagland. 

• Poem 2: To learn from animal being in Benedictus - A Book of 
Blessings by John O’Donohue

• Poem 3: Tree Poems in Pan’s Footprints by Andy Jukes

• Poem 4: At the end of the year in Benedictus - A Book of 
Blessings by John O’Donohue
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Your Response
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Mid-morning Talk & Ac%vity No. 1: Reflec%ons 

Use this space to write any reflections that arise from watching the 
nature connection video:

In the Timeline Activity, you will draw out a timeline of your year up 
to this point. Begin from the start of last winter in November 2021 to 
now. Be as creative as you like, on as large a piece of paper or 
multiple pieces of paper. Include the highlights and pinch points of 
your year.

If you prefer, we have included additional sheets of paper at the end of 
this workbook that you can use.
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Late-morning talk & Ac%vity No. 2: Prepara%ons 

Use this space to write any notes during the talk about preparing for 
winter.
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Part 4
The 
Afternoon 
Session
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Activity No. 2 continued: Nature wisdom

During this activity you will spend time out in nature. The task is to go for a 
walk and find somewhere in nature to sit down and journal. Your question 
to reflect on during your time outside is: 

What will I take into winter to incubate as I go to ground?

Prompts to respond to in your journaling are:

• Looking back on my past year, what am I going to choose to 
take forward into winter? 

• Is there anything that I have not managed to complete that is 
important to me? 

• Is there anything that I need to drop to make room for 
something else?

• What new thing would I like to explore?

• What would I like to study?

Please use the space overleaf to write your responses or 
alternatively answer them in your journal:
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Looking back on my past year, what am I going to choose 
to take forward into winter? 

Is there anything that I have not managed to complete 
that is important to me? 

Is there anything that I need to drop to make room for 
something else? 

What new thing would I like to explore? 

What would I like to study?
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AEernoon Talk & Ac%vity No. 3: Bear wisdom 

In this next session, you are going to work with Bear Energy.

Bear energy 

Here are some notes on the natural history of Bear and the 
accompanying message of Bear.

Natural history of bear

Bears are amongst the largest and most powerful of our animals, with the 
polar bear being the largest land predator on earth. There are eight species 
of bear, and the bear which was once naBve to the BriBsh Isles is the 
European Brown Bear. They are thought to have gone exBnct in the UK just 
over 1,000 years ago through gradual and persistent persecuBon, and the 
loss of their forest habitat. 

The bear has a large brain and is considered one of the most intelligent 
mammals in the world. Their brain is bigger and more complex than other 
land mammals their size and they are even known to cover their tracks to 
conceal themselves against hunters. 

They enjoy an extremely varied diet which includes berries, roots, carrion, 
bugs, fish and insects. Their advanced intelligence means they know exactly 
where to go to harvest the various foods and when through the year those 
foods are available to them.  

One of the ways they find food is through their acute sense of smell. They 
are able to smell carcasses from over 2km away. Another clever adaptaBon 
the bear has is that they can see in colour, unlike many mammals. They are 
also very agile, despite their large size. They are able to climb, swim and run 
fast. An adult bear can reach speeds of up to 40 mph, which is the same 
speed as a greyhound.  
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Bears are solitary creatures, so much so that they are considered to be the 
most anB-social of all the carnivores. When small groups of bears are seen in 
the wild they will be the mother and her cubs. The mother will look aPer 
her young for a long Bme, around two years, and are extremely protecBve.   

Bears which live in temperate climates do not like the winter and as the 
temperature drops and food becomes scares takes themselves off into a 
cave, hollow tree or den built out of branches and leaves. This looks like 
hibernaBon, but in fact, the bear falls into a deep sleep called torpor. 

During torpor, heart rate and breathing rate decrease, body temperature 
reduces slightly and bears do not eat, drink or release bodily waste. Bears 
can stay in this state for more than 100 days without eaBng, drinking 
or excreBng. 

The message of Bear: Security 

Bears have a special place beside many a child as teddy companions and 
Bmeless characters such as Winnie the Pooh and Paddington Bear. They are 
also powerful symbols in mythology across many cultures. 

As we have learnt through looking at the natural history of the bear, they are 
powerful and intelligent animals. When they stand on their two legs they 
also have a human appearance and so perhaps this is why so many cultures 
have related to this parBcular animal throughout history. 

The underlying message of Bear is around security. Just as a child would 
reach for their teddy bear when they are feeling vulnerable, so too you can 
call on Bear to help you feel more secure in your life. Bear is fiercely 
protecBve of her cubs, and you can call on her immense size and power to 
help you feel protected if you are in a vulnerable place right now. 

Work with Bear to consider what you need to do in your life to help you feel 
more secure. What are you missing which is making you feel 
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vulnerable? This could be something within you, such as your self-
confidence or belief in yourself that you are enough. 

Or it could be something external. Do you have a safe place to retreat to 
each evening or are you feeling vulnerable in your own home? Do you have 
enough money put aside or do you need to begin to save to help you with 
your financial security? 

Do you have enough support around you or do you need to reach out for 
help to build your community, either through finding like-minded folk to 
walk alongside you or professional support such as counseling or 
psychotherapy? Are you as strong and healthy as you could be, or do you 
need to address your diet or exercise to become as agile and strong as Bear? 
Explore these quesBons with Bear and ask for support in making your inner 
or outer world more secure.  

Also, consider if that are any situaBons you are experiencing at the moment 
where you are feeling weak or exposed? Draw on Bear energy to help you 
stand tall and powerful, even if you feel wobbly inside.  

Another message of Bear is the need for cave-Bme. If you are being called to 
take some Bme away from the challenges of life then seek ways in which you 
can do this. Cave-Bme is an opportunity to rest, to draw in and then emerge 
the other side fully restored and ready for acBon. This will take some 
preparaBon in order to create space to drop into your bear-like torpor. 

Just as bear takes Bme to prepare its den for the winter months, start to 
organise yourself so can have some quiet Bme just for you. Just as Bear 
enjoys a life of solitude, make some space so that you can be alone and 
enjoy your own company for a change. Maybe it is Bme to hunker down and 
find some much-needed rest and recuperaBon. 
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Cave %me 

Write here any reflections you have from watching the Going to 
Ground video:

Shamanic journey 

Write the intention of the shamanic journey here: 

Write up what happened in your shamanic journey here:
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Closing ceremony 

In this ceremony, we are going to work with the energy of the Yew 
tree. Here are some notes about the Yew.

The message of Yew 

The Yew was a sacred tree to our ancestors, and it is very telling that 
they chose to end the Ogham alphabet with this tree. This is a tree of 
endings. Our distant ancestors chose to plant a Yew tree on their 
sacred land: the land where they buried their dead. Old traditions said 
that a Yew marked the entrance to the Otherworld and provided 
access to the ancestors. 

The Yew holds the underlying messages of survival and completion. 

Looking at the message of survival first, the Yew doesn’t die. It is 
highly intelligent and can stay alive indefinitely because of its range of 
survival strategies. It can slow its growth right down, and shut down 
when necessary. It can survive harsh conditions and continue to 
regenerate for thousands of years. The Yew reminds us that we, too 
are survivors.

The other underlying message of Yew is around endings and 
beginnings: the completion of a cycle ready for the start of something 
new. This is a great tree to work with whenever you are looking to end 
something and clear the way to move into something new.

From The Way of The Buzzard
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Preparing for the ceremony

During the ceremony, you will speak out your intention for the year 
ahead. Here are a few ideas to help you decide on your intention:

• Reflect back on the time you spent out in nature. What did you 
decide to take into winter to incubate?

• What did Bear advise you?

Write out your intention for the ceremony here:

From The Way of The Buzzard
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Part 5
After Our 
Retreat
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Revisiting your intention

Do keep your intention in your mind through the winter. You might 
like to revisit it at the Winter Solstice and again at Imbolc and see 
how you are progressing.

Your next steps

Use this space to write down your next steps that will take you 
through up to and beyond the Winter Solstice: 
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The replay

You will have ongoing access to the replay, which will be emailed 
to you within the days following our day together, and no later than 
the following weekend. 
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Notes
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Notes
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Notes
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Notes
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Terms and Conditions of Use

Please do not re-distribute, copy, amend, or commercially utilise any 
materials found in this document or related web sites without our (The 
Way of The Buzzard’s) express written permission, which permission 
may be withheld at our discretion.

It’s taken us a long time to get this together and we’re rather precious 
about it!

Nicola & Jason
The Way of The Buzzard


